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Abstract

Given a set of common concepts like \{\textit{apple (noun), pick (verb), tree (noun)}\}, humans find it easy to write a sentence describing a grammatical and logically coherent scenario that covers these concepts, for example: “a boy \textit{picks} an \textit{apple} from a \textit{tree}”. The process of generating these sentences requires humans to use commonsense knowledge. We denote this ability as \textit{generative commonsense reasoning}. Recent work in commonsense reasoning has focused mainly on \textit{discriminating} the most plausible scenes from distractors via natural language understanding (NLU) settings such as multi-choice question answering. However, generative commonsense reasoning is a relatively unexplored research area, primarily due to the lack of a specialized benchmark dataset.

In this paper, we present a constrained natural language generation (NLG) dataset, named \textsc{CommonGen}, to explicitly challenge machines in generative commonsense reasoning. It consists of 30k concept-sets with handwritten sentences as references. Crowd-workers were also asked to write the rationales (i.e. the commonsense facts) used for generating the sentences in the development and test sets. We conduct experiments on a variety of generation models with both automatic and human evaluation. Experimental results show that there is still a large gap between the current state-of-the-art pre-trained model, UniLM, and human performance. ^

1 Introduction

Commonsense reasoning, the ability to make acceptable and logical assumptions about ordinary scenes in our daily life, has long been acknowledged as a critical bottleneck of artificial intelligence and natural language processing (Davis and Marcus, 2015). A distinct characteristic of commonsense reasoning problems is that they are trivial for humans but surprisingly challenging for machine models, especially in a generative setting. For instance, given a collection of concepts (or. concept-set) \{\textit{apple (noun), bag (noun), pick (verb), place (verb), tree (noun)}\}, what sentences could we come up that both use all the words in the concept-set and are general enough to be considered an everyday scenario?

Humans can easily come up with sentences that fit this criteria, for example: “a boy \textit{picks} some \textit{apples} from a \textit{tree} and \textit{places} \textit{them} in a \textit{bag}”, as shown in Figure 1. Considering the size of the potential search space, all possible word sequences containing the words in the concept-set, as well as the cost of comparing each possible sequence’s usage of commonsense logic, it becomes abundantly clear that this task is non-trivial for a machine. To effectively generate a sentence that incorporates all given concepts and describes a plausible everyday scenario, a reasoner needs to be able to discern which relations between the concepts in the set are logically sound, grammatically correct and will re-

---

^Work in progress.

1Our data/code/appendix are submitted and will be public.
sult in a common place scenario being described. We term this ability as “generative commonsense reasoning”. Empowering machines with such reasoning ability is challenging, because it inherently requires complex compositions of various types of commonsense knowledge such as spatial relations, object properties, human behaviors, social conventions, temporal events, etc.

Most existing tasks targeting commonsense reasoning are framed as natural language understanding (NLU) tasks (Storks et al., 2019) in the form of multi-choice question answering (QA), such as the CSQA (Talmor et al., 2019) and SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) datasets. These tasks ask reasoners to compare the possibilities of multiple given scenes (constructed by combining each answer choice with the question’s context) and choose which would be most plausible in daily life. The major disadvantage of discriminative commonsense reasoners is that they are less practical in real life situations where no pre-defined choices are given.

As we seek to advance machine commonsense reasoners beyond the current success of discriminative reasoning and towards tasks that require more generative reasoning, a crucial step is conferring them with the ability to move from multi-choice QA to natural language generation (NLG). We argue that generative commonsense reasoning, which can be viewed as a way of modeling prior distributions of everyday scenes conditioned on the given concepts, can benefit many downstream applications. For example, recent research in the “language and vision” community finds that commonsense reasoning is a significant bottleneck for scene cognition (Zellers et al., 2019a). Tasks such as image and video captioning (Qiao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), scene-based visual reasoning and question answering (Zellers et al., 2019a; Hudson and Manning, 2019), storytelling (Guan et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019b), as well as dialogue systems (Zhou et al., 2018a,b) could all benefit from improved generative commonsense reasoning. Unfortunately, this important research direction is under-explored because the community lacks an appropriate problem statement and a large-scale benchmark dataset to experiment on.

To this end, we create a large-scale benchmark dataset, named COMMONGEN, as a challenging constrained text generation task shown in Figure 1. We sample 29,559 diverse concept-sets from several large corpora of image and video captions. Through additional crowd-sourcing via Amazon Mechanical Turk\(^2\) (AMT), we obtain 49,129 human-written sentences. For each example in the development and test set, we collect on average four sentences. The crowd-workers are also asked to explicitly write rationale sentences about the commonsense knowledge that they have used for generating the sentences. These additional sentences can not only be leveraged as further context in the task, but also act as a quality assurance measure, as the workers are forced to think about the assumptions they are making and whether those assumptions are indeed commonsense.

To understand the difficulty of COMMONGEN, we utilize the largest commonsense knowledge graph, ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017), to analyze the connectivity and relation type distribution among the input concept-sets. We also investigate several sophisticated sequence generation methods on the task with extensive and carefully designed automatic and manual evaluation. We find that even though UniLM (Dong et al., 2019), the state-of-the-art language generation model pre-trained with the knowledge of ConceptNet, achieves the best performance for many metrics, there is still a substantial gap between UniLM and human performance.

\section{Problem Formulation}

In this section, we formulate the proposed COMMONGEN task with mathematical notations and discuss its inherent challenges. The input to the task is an unordered set of \(k\) concepts \(x = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_k\} \in \mathcal{X}\) (i.e. a concept-set), where each concept \(c_i \in C\) is a common noun or verb word. Let \(\mathcal{Y}\) denote the space of all possible concept-sets and \(C\) denote the concept vocabulary, which is a subset of the ConceptNet vocabulary. The expected output of the task is a simple, grammatical sentence \(y \in \mathcal{Y}\) that describing a common scene in our daily life, covering all given concepts in \(x\). A scene sentence can depict either a static situation like an image caption or a short series of actions like the caption of a video clip. Note that other forms of given words are also accepted, such as plural forms of nouns and verbs. The task is to learn a structured predictive function \(f: \mathcal{X} \to \mathcal{Y}\), which maps a concept-set \(x\) to an associated sentence \(y\). Thus, it can be seen as a special case of constrained text generation (Hu et al., 2017). The unique challenges of this task come from two major

\(^2\)https://www.mturk.com
aspects as follows.

**Constrained Sentence Decoding.** Lexically constrained sentence decoding has been studied in the machine translation community (Hokamp and Liu, 2017). They mainly focus on the situation when specific alignment of words or phrases (e.g., terminology) must present in target sentences. Simply ordering a bag of words for recovering a complete sentence based on syntactic information (Zhang and Clark, 2015) has also been investigated. However, it is still an open problem how to generate sentences given an unordered set of multiple keywords with potential morphological changes (e.g. “pick” → “picks”). Apart from that, the part-of-speech constraints also brings more difficulties (e.g. “place” can be verb/noun).

**Relational Reasoning with Commonsense.** Expected generative reasoners should prioritize the most plausible scenes over an infinite number of less plausible scenes, such as “a boy picks an apple tree and places it into bags” or “a boy places some bags on a tree and picks an apple”. This not only requires understanding commonsense relations between each pair of concepts individually, but also finding the best composition of them with global relation reasoning. The underlying reasoning chains are inherently based on a variety of background knowledge about 1) spatial relations (e.g. “apples are usually located on the trees”), 2) object properties and 3) physical rules (e.g. “bag is a container; apples are smaller than bags; containers are used for placing objects smaller than them”), 4) temporal event knowledge of human behaviors (e.g. “you pick something first and then place them in to a container”), 5) social conventions, etc. These commonsense facts or truisms may not be recorded in any existing knowledge bases, and thus the task can be also viewed as learning to querying them from textual corpora towards generating a sentence.

### 3 The COMMONGEN Dataset

We now introduce the construction and analysis of the proposed COMMONGEN dataset in this section. To ensure that the concepts in each input concept-set are likely to be present together in a everyday scene, we utilize a wide range of existing caption corpora for sampling frequent concept-sets (Section 3.1). We also carefully control the overlap between the training set and dev/test set, such that the task is more challenging in terms of generalization of the reasoning ability of interest. Afterwards, we employ workers on the crowd-sourcing platform AMT for collecting more human-written sentences (Section 3.2), and thus enrich the diversity of development (dev) and test set. Finally, we show the statistics of the COMMONGEN dataset, and utilize ConceptNet as an intermediate tool to investigate the concept connectivity and the distribution of various knowledge types (Section 3.3).

#### 3.1 Collecting Concept-Sets from Captions

It is obviously nonsense if we ask a reasoner to generate a scene about an arbitrarily combined concept-set, which is even impossible for humans. The expected input concept-sets of our task are supposed to be very likely to co-occur in common, daily-life scenes. Such everyday scenarios are ubiquitous in images and video clips, and this leads to think about using image/video captioning datasets as a natural resource for collecting concept-sets and sentences. We therefore collect a large amount of caption sentences from all publicly available visual caption corpora, including image captioning datasets such as Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014), MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014), Conceptual Captions (Sharma et al., 2018), and also video captioning datasets such as LSMDC (Rohrbach et al., 2017), ActivityNet (Krishna et al., 2017), and VATEX (Wang et al., 2019)

We first conduct part-of-speech tagging over all sentences in the corpora such that words in sentences can be matched to the concept vocabulary of ConceptNet. Then, we compute the sentence frequency of concept-sets that consist of 3~5 concepts. That is, for each combination of three/four/five concepts in the vocabulary, we now know how many sentences are there in the caption corpora which cover all of them.

Towards building a more representative dataset, we expect our selected subset of concept-sets can reflect the distribution in the real world. A straightforward intuition is to directly treat the frequency as the measure of likelihood of concept-sets, and then conduct probabilistic sampling based on this distribution. However, this method tends to sample concept-sets that contain one or two single highly frequent concept, thus leading to corpus-dependent bias. Also, merely using the sentence number can be imprecise to measure the scene diversity since many images and videos were sampled interdependently. We therefore design a scoring function to weight a concept-set $x$ to incorporate diversity and
Table 1: The basic statistics of the COMMONGEN data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Dev</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Concept-Sets</td>
<td>27,069</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>1,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size=3</td>
<td>20,580</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size=4</td>
<td>4,207</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size=5</td>
<td>2,282</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sentences</td>
<td>39,069</td>
<td>4,018</td>
<td>6,042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Length</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Vocab Size</td>
<td>6,643</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>1,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection w/ Train</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>88.43%</td>
<td>85.94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We denote $S(x)$ as the set of different sentences that contain all its concepts $\{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_k\} = x$, $s_i$ as one of the sentences, and $|S(x)|$ to be the number of sentences. The second term is to divide the number of unique words in these sentences by the sum of the lengths of all the sentences, which can roughly represent the diversity of the scenes described in these sentences. Then, we times the result with the last term $\rho(x) = \frac{|X'\cap \bigcup c_i \in x' \{x' \mid c_i \in x' \text{ and } x' \in X\}|}{(\max c_i \in X \{x' \mid c_i \in x' \text{ and } x' \in X\})}$. The idea is to find the concept in $x$ that has the maximum set frequency (i.e. the number of different concept-sets (with non-zero weight) contains it), and then take the inverse with normalization of the number of all concept-sets. This penalty effectively controls the bias towards highly frequent concepts. With the distribution of such scores, we sample 100k concept-sets as candidate inputs.

3.2 Crowd-Sourcing References via AMT

Although the human-written sentences in the caption corpora can be seen as quality annotations for the COMMONGEN task as well, they were written with specific visual context (i.e. an image or a video clip). Toward better diversity of the scenes about sampled concept-sets and more rigorous evaluation for systems, crowd-sourcing additional human references is necessary that are written with only concept-sets as the context. We decide to use the AMT platform3 for collecting such sentences for covered the top-ranked 2,500 concept-sets in the sampled results, due to the expensive cost of human efforts in writing sentences and the difficulty in verifying the quality of collected sentences. Each of them is assigned to at least three different workers. To force workers to write about everyday scenarios about given concept-sets, we ask them to write rationale sentences as well to explain what commonsense facts they have used.

We use these 2,500 concept-sets as the dev and test set examples for their higher weights and better diversity of human-written sentences. Furthermore, we use the remaining concept-sets as the training examples, for which we use the associated captions as the target outputs. Note that we explicitly control the overlap between the training and dev/test examples by filtering training concept-sets that have more than two overlapping concepts with any example in the dev/test set. The basic statistics of the final dataset is shown in Table 1. There are on average four sentences for each example in dev and test sets, which provide a richer and more diverse test-bed for further automatic and manual evaluation. Note that there are about 12/15% of concepts in dev/test set that are unseen in the training set, which can thus assess the generalization ability.

3.3 Analysis about Commonsense Knowledge

We here introduce deeper analysis of the dataset by utilizing the largest commonsense knowledge graph (KG), ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017), as a tool to study connectivity and relation types. Connectivity Distribution. Obviously, if the concepts inside a given concept-set is more densely connected with each other on the KG, then it is easier to write a scene about them. In each 5-concept-set (i.e. a concept-set consists of five concepts), there are 10 unique pairs of concepts, the connections of which we are interested in. As shown in Figure 2, if we look at the one-hop links on the KG, about 60% of the 5-concept-sets have less than one link among all concept-pairs. On the other hand, if we consider two-hop links, then nearly 50% of them are almost fully connected (i.e. each pair of

\[ \text{score}(x) = \frac{|S(x)|}{\sum_{s_i \in S(x)} |s_i|} \rho(x). \]

3The instruction and user interface are shown in Appendix.
concepts has connections). These two observations together suggest that the COMMONGen has a reasonable difficulty: the concepts are not too distant or too close, and reasoning about the associated scenes is thus neither too difficult nor too trivial.

**Relation Distribution.** Furthermore, the relation types of such connections can also tell us what kinds of commonsense knowledge are potentially useful for relational reasoning towards generation. We report the frequency of different relation types of the one/two-hop connections among concept-pairs in the dev and test examples in Figure 3. In both cases, we find most frequent relation types are about 1) *spatial* knowledge (e.g. AT LOCATION, LOCATED NEAR), 2) *object properties* (e.g. USED FOR, CAPABLE OF, PART OF, RECEIVE ACTION), 3) *human behavior and social conventions* (e.g. CAUSE DESIRE, MOTIVATED), 4) *temporal* knowledge (e.g. FIRST/LAST EVENT, PERQUISITE), and 5) other *general commonsense* (e.g. RELATED TO, HAS CONTEXT, ISA).

**4 Methods**

In this section, we briefly introduce the adopted baseline methods that are tested on the proposed COMMONGen task. As there is no principled approach for the proposed setting, to the best of our knowledge, we mainly consider it as a conditional sentence generation task that can be solved by many sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models.

**Encoder-Decoder Models.**Bidirectional RNN (“bRNN”) and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) (“Trans.”) are two most popular architectures for seq2seq learning. We use them with the addition of attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) with copying ability (Gu et al., 2016), which are based on an open-source framework OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017). To alleviate the influence from the concept ordering in such sequential learning methods, we randomly permute them multiple times for training and decoding and then take take average performance. To explicitly eliminate the order-sensitivity of inputs, we replace the encoder with a mean-pooling based MLP network for the bRNN (“Mean Seq”). Similarly, we consider removing the position embedding module from the Transformer as well (“Set. Trans.”).

**Non-autoregressive generation.** Recent advances (Lee et al., 2018; Stern et al., 2019) in conditional sentence generation have an embedding interest on (edit-based) non-autoregressive generation models, which iteratively refine generated sequences (usually bounded by a fixed length). We assume that these models potentially would have better performance because of explicit modeling on iterative refinements, and thus study the most recent such model *Levenshtein Transformer* (Gu et al., 2019) (LevenTrans.).

**The SOTA Pre-trained NLG model.** We employ a novel unified pre-trained language generation model, named UniLM (Dong et al., 2019), which

---

Figure 3: One/two-hop relation frequency in the COMMONGen dev.&test sets on ConceptNet.
uses pre-trained BERT as the encoder and then fine-tunes its whole architecture with many different generation objectives. It achieved the state-of-the-art performance on many generation tasks including summarization, question generation, etc.

**Imposing Commonsense Knowledge.** Recent work (Lv et al., 2019) finds that the OMCS corpus (Singh et al., 2002), which has derived the ConceptNet, is a valuable resource for retrieving relevant commonsense facts for discriminative reasoning about questions. We follow the same steps to retrieve related facts by querying input concepts. Then, we concatenate them with the original concept-sets as the final input sequence to the above-mentioned methods (“w/ omcs”), mimicking abstractive summarization tasks.

## 5 Evaluation

In this section, we first introduce our metrics for automatic evaluation, then analyze the performance of tested systems, and finally provide carefully designed human evaluation analysis and case study.

### 5.1 Automatic Metrics

Following other conditional language generation tasks, we use several widely used automatic metrics to automatically assess the performance, such as BLEU-3/4 (Papineni et al., 2001), ROUGE-2/L (Lin, 2004), METER (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), which mainly focus on measuring surface similarities. In addition, we can also regard COMMONGEN task as also a captioning task, where context are concept-sets instead of real visual signals. Therefore, it is more suitable to use specialized caption evaluation metrics such as CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2014) and SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016). Towards more task-specific evaluation, we first report the concept coverage in system predictions. “PosCov.” stands for the average percentage of input concepts that are present in the system predictions with correct part-of-speech requirement, while “LemCov.” only requires matches after lemmatization.

We also propose a novel metric specially designed for the COMMONGEN, named PivotBERT, on the top of BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019) which is a recently proposed embedding-based metric. Concretely, we first utilize a dependency parser to parse both system-generated sentences and human references, then compute the recall score in terms of “shortest paths” between given concepts, and finally times BERTScore. For example, given a reference sentence “a man picks some apples from a tree and puts them into a bag”, we can find all valid shortest paths between any pair of given concepts (underlined) as pivots in its dependency parse tree, such as the path between “tree” and “bag” will be “tree nmod → pick conj → put nmod bag” (√). A failed prediction like “a boy picks some bags from a tree and puts apples into them” thus cannot recall the previous path because it produces “tree nmod pick dobj bag” (×). Then, with such computed path-level recall score (i.e. PivotScore), we can focus on the the relations between given concepts in system predictions and human references. We further times PivotScore with BERTScore for its better assessment the semantic similarity.

To estimate human performance within each metric, we iteratively treat each reference sentence in dev/test data as a “system” prediction to be compared with all other references. Thus, systems that have equivalent reasoning ability as crowd workers on average should exceed this “Human Bound”.

### 5.2 Experimental Results

Table 2 presents the experimental results of all methods in terms of different metrics. The order-insensitive method “Mean Seq.” outperforms its order-sensitive counterparts like “bRNN”, but such a marginal improvement is not seen in the comparison between “Trans.” and “Set. Trans.”. We assume that for short sequences the order-sensitivity does not harm Transformer encoders too much, but positional embeddings are quite necessary to ensure its self-attention mechanism.

We find that vanilla Transformer architectures are not outperforming simpler models like bRNN, which probably is because of its complex structure needs more carefully tuning or a specially copying attention in this setting. The better performance in edit-based Transformer model, LevenTrans, also suggests that, yielding the best performance among models without pre-training. We argue that the non-autoregressive models with iterative refinement on previously decoded sentences are more promising in our setting, as our inputs can be naturally viewed as incomplete sentence prototypes.

The best model is UniLM, which makes sense for its powerful pre-trained encoder BERT. We be-
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*Implementation details like hyper-parameters about training/decoding are detailed in the reproducibility instructions within the submitted code. The dev results are in Appendix.*
To better compare the tested models, we conduct paired human evaluation. For each instance in the test set, we build anonymized pairs of sentences that come from two different models, and then we ask human judges which sentence is more plausible about given concepts. Note that we only compare sentence-pairs that have the same covered words, such that human judges\(^7\) can focus on evaluating the plausibility. Judges can also choose “equal” when they think a pair of sentences are equally plausible. We also regard human references as a kind of model predictions here.

From the matrix in Figure 4, we can clearly compare every pair of models. Each entry means the average percentage that a row-model (green names) produce better sentences than a column-model (red names). For instance, the left-bottom cell “97.80” means that 97.8% of the sentence pairs, judges prefer the human references over the result from the “Mean Seq.” model. These numbers only reflect the plausibility under the situations where both models have the same covered concepts, so we further weight them by their “PosCov.” scores for the final weighted overall performance.

5.4 A Case study

Table 3 shows the predictions of different models and human reference about an input concept-set\(^8\). We can find that bRNN and MeanSeq can hardly cover all of the given concepts, and the sentences are not quite grammatical. The LevenTrans model performs better in covering more concepts with correct preposition words but produces repetition of words. The two UniLM model both miss a concept but are significantly better than other baseline methods. However, “diving into an object” does not make sense, and it is much less plausible that “someone retrieves an object and then throws it” than the scenarios of human references. This suggests that their main drawback is the lack of more thorough and comprehensive

---

\(^7\)We recruit five college students who are English speakers. The Pearson-correlation among their final scores is 0.915, which indicates a high inter-annotator agreement.

\(^8\)More studies is in the submitted Appendix.
this direction, our proposed COMMONGen, to the
best of our knowledge, is the very first constrained
sentence generation dataset for assessing and con-}
fering generative machine commonsense.

**Constrained Text Generation.** Constrained
text generation aims to decode sentences with expected
attributes such as sentiment (Luo et al., 2019a; Hu et al., 2017),
tense (Hu et al., 2017), template (Zhu et al., 2019), style (Fu et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019b; Li et al., 2018), topics (Feng et al., 2018), etc. A most similar scenario with our task is lexically constrained encoding, which has been
mainly studied in the machine translation commu-
nity (Hasler et al., 2018; Dinu et al., 2019; Hokamp and
Liu, 2017). One recent work in this line is the
cGMH (Miao et al., 2018) method, which can sample sentences with an ordered sequence of key-
words from language models but cannot be trained
and adopted in our case. We have also investi-
gated some topical story generation models (Fan et al., 2018), however, their performance are sig-
ificantly worse even than simple bRNN methods.
Additionally, the COMMONGen task brings some
more challenges motioned in Section 2. Prior con-
strained generation methods cannot address these
issues together in a unified model, and thus we ex-
pect COMMONGen to be also a benchmark dataset
for future works in this direction.

7 Conclusion

We present COMMONGen, a new large-scale
dataset targeting generative commonsense reason-
ing via a constrained sentence generation task. The
dataset contains about 30k concept-sets as input
with a diverse concept vocabulary. The task is inher-
ently challenging as the search space of plausible
answers is large and many objectives must be satis-
ified at once. Additionally the task requires complex
relational commonsense reasoning to generate an
expected sentence, a bottleneck in many current
state of the art natural language systems. Most
widely used baseline methods cannot produce de-
sirable sentences, even when given a set of relevant
commonsense facts as additional context. Even the
best baseline model UniLM, a BERT-based NLG
model, still performs significantly worse than hu-
man performance. We believe the proposed task
and benchmark dataset can benefit future research
in generative commonsense reasoning and down-
stream NLG applications that require commonsen-
sese knowledge and complex reasoning.
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